SPARK® Media
Unite

SPARK® Media: Unite connects the user to others using video calling apps and
provides educative and entertainment content to the user.

You can use applications such as Hangouts, Skype, Zoom, Houseparty and more to video chat with
others, completely free.
The service allows access to any wall-gardened web links such as Hospital Radio, as well as streaming
media sites such as iPlayer, Netflix, PRIME etc. Access to the full SPARK® Media Entertainment service
is available, including TV and digital magazines and newspapers.

Connecting you to
those who matter most

SPARK® Media: Unite
SPARK® Media: Unite on Trust-owned devices is designed to be simple to understand and easy to use.
The devices have been configured to only allow access to specific apps and access to the internet is
limited within a walled-garden environment.
The user will have the ability to select from several pre-installed video calling apps. Once selected,
the user will logon to their app of choice using their own personal user account credentials or register
for a new account. Alternatively, the user can access a video calling service which requires no login
or registration. It sends a web link via SMS to the person they wish to speak to, they simply click the
link and are taken straight to the video call via a browser.
After using the service, the user can select an option to remove any saved passwords and viewing
history from the tablet. If not a WiFi SPARK guest WiFi service, the website content filtering will be
the responsibility of the Trust.

Key Features
SPARK® Media: Unite is a very flexible platform which can be customised to your requirements. Below
are a few of the standard features we can provide:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Fully locked down tablet - only access what you allow.
Secure device that can be locked to any existing food table or bedside cabinet.
Software is updated over the air - no site visit needed.
Video Calling via Popular Apps like; Skype, Messenger, Hangouts and others.
Wall-gardened web links.
Links to Hospital Radio.
Access to the full SPARK® Media: Entertainment and Engage Suite.

Hardware Options
A wide range of Samsung devices are
available.
These tablets can be locked to any existing
food table or a bedside cabinet and we
can advise on suitable mounting options.
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